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Mark My Words
Food for
Thought...and the
Economy

By Mark Jarrell, CGCS

The economic “down-

turn,” if that is the appropriate

word to describe what the country

has experienced for the past few

years, has not hit Florida as hard as

it has most of the other states. One

big reason is because the agricul-

ture and

natural

resource

sectors -

those indus-

tries served

by IFAS

research

and exten-

sion, which

includes turf management - per-

formed better than any other major

sector of Florida’s $484 billion

economy during this period.

Between 2001 and 2003

personal income in Florida

increased by 7.6 percent compared

to 4.8 percent for the rest of the

country. Of 22 major industry sec-

tors of Florida’s economy surveyed

during this period, only manage-

ment of companies and enterprises

(27 percent), exceeded farms (26.2

percent) in personal income

growth. I don’t know quite what to

think about these numbers that

were generated by a recent

University of Florida/IFAS eco-

nomic impact study. 

My long history of

working through FTGA and

FGCSA committees with IFAS has

been continuous frustration that

our legislature cuts the IFAS budg-

et year after year, failing to recog-

nize that agriculture and natural

resources are the heart and soul of

Florida and its economy. No matter

what a governor or a group of leg-

islators would like Florida to

become, ignoring what it is just

never made any sense to me.

Kudos go to all those working in

the green industries, who have per-

formed so well despite the lack of

support by those who write legisla-

tion and set state budgets. My

question is how long can this

strong performance go on as IFAS

continues to be hamstrung by

dreamers and urban legislators

who’ve never had dirt under their

fingernails?

While trying to attract

more high-tech industry, with its

higher incomes, to our state is a

worthwhile goal, it would seem to

be an intelligent strategy to ensure

that the industries that are current-

ly serving the needs of the people

of this state are protected and sup-

ported. Agriculture and natural

resource industries - which include

such diverse enterprises as citrus,

forestry, seafood, sugarcane, veg-

etables, ornamentals, and turf -

generate about $62 billion in out-

put impacts ($31 billion in value-

added impacts). About 650,000

people work in these industries,

generating $19 billion in labor

income and nearly $3 billion in

indirect business taxes. Florida’s

unemployment rate hovers around

5.1 percent, while California is at

6.6 percent, North Carolina is 6.1

percent, Oregon is 8.2 percent,

Colorado is 5.8 percent,

Massachusetts is 5.5 percent, and

Washington is at 7.3 percent -

states specifically pursuing eco-

nomic development strategies

based on high tech industries.

The diversity of

Florida’s agriculture and natural

resource industries is impressive -

not only do we have more golf

courses than any other state, but

our citrus, seafood processing, and

at least nine other crops are tops in

the nation. While this diversity

gives our economy a stability and

balance that other states don’t

have, it also makes it difficult to

secure private research and devel-

opment investment - 12 million

acres of corn in Iowa will attract

more investment than our 850,000

acres of citrus. One would think

our legislators would recognize the

value of this diversity to the stabil-

ity of our economy and try to nur-

ture and preserve it by increasing

the investment in the kind of

research and extension that IFAS

does so well, rather than continu-

ing year after year to decrease it.

As for tourism, am I

just being simple-minded, or is it

just common sense to think that

people visit or move to Florida

because of our great weather,

water, beaches, fishing, golf cours-

es, and green spaces? Yes, we have

Disney World and other attractions,

but so do other states. I love visit-

ing San Francisco, but when I

jump in the car I want to see Napa

Valley, not Silicon Valley. Let’s

hope that Mike Martin can find a

way to make this message resonate

with the powers in Tallahassee.

As it Lies
The Times They
Are a’Changing

By Jim Walker

A couple of years ago,

players on the PGA Tour, European

Tour and Senior PGA Tour were

asked what was the single most

important advancement which has

led to the superior quality of play

today. Most people expected the

answer to be new and better clubs

and balls or the conditioning of the

players who

are stronger

and in

much better

shape, or a

combina-

tion of

those fac-

tors. To

everyone’s

surprise, the answer almost to a

man was the condition of the turf

being so much better today than it

was in the 50’s, 60’s or even the

70’s.

Each decade has

brought new and better varieties of

grass, safer and more effective pes-

ticides and sophisticated mowers

and supporting equipment.

A visit from the state

DEP inspector several weeks ago

made me think of the strides our

industry has made in the last 30-

odd years that I have been in the

business. Not only have we made

giant steps forward with our mow-

ing and cultural practice equip-

ment, and grass types, but more

importantly, we have made even

bigger steps in the use and applica-

tion of pesticides. Superintendents

have become environmental stew-

ards and, as such, the players,

workers and applicators are safer

because of it. The environment, the

non-golfing public, and our

wildlife are in much less peril than

back in the good old days.

I am most pleased that

future generations of golf course

workers will be less at risk because

of some of the pesticides which

were removed from the market.

Furthermore, I am pleased that all

the aforementioned non-golfers,

wildlife, and the environment in

general are also less at risk.

Don’t get me wrong,

I’m not saying everything we did

back then was unsafe or wrong, but

there is no doubt that where we are

now is much better than where we

were then.

Just think of how much

more effective it is to spot-spray

Sencor or Revolver for goose grass

than to boom spray MSMA. How

much better we are now that we

apply pre-emergent herbicides for

grassy and broadleaf weeds than to

have to make all those post-emer-

gent applications?

What a wonderful day it

was when we could apply one fun-

gicide to address all our fungal

problems than to spray this for that

and that for this, and on and on it

went!

How much better off are

we with grasses that tolerate 1/2-

inch to 3/8-inch mowing heights
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on fairways and dwarf varieties of

putting green grasses being mowed

at .150-inch or less on a regular

basis with minimal damage?

How much easier is it

now to aerify greens and pick up

the debris with a core processor

rather than a crew with shovels and

trap rakes turned upside down? 

What did we do before

trap rakes that groomed bunkers

with one man in just a few hours in

most cases?

Isn’t it wonderful to ver-

ticut or groom during the growing

season with ease, and then to dust

the greens with our rotary top

dressers?

How difficult is it to keep

level tees now? Dude, just call the

contractor and have him laser level

them every couple of years!

How about fertigation?

Fertilize every night when you water!

One Adam Twelve, see

the man on the two-ton truck

broadcasting 5 tons of fertilizer an

hour! I watched with amazement

as that same device - and one like

it - put out 650 tons of top dressing

on four soccer fields in less than

four hours. How long would have

that taken with a couple of walking

Turfco top dressers?

I could go on for a

while longer now that I’m on a roll

but no need beating a dead tree or

a dead tree hugger or a young

superintendent who doesn’t know

where this industry has come from.

Trust me. We’ve come a long way,

baby, and hopefully still have a

long way to go.

Who knows, maybe

someday we will see a grass that

needs no water, food, mowing or

other tending to. I guess that’s not

really likely since grass is a living

organism and all living things need

a little TLC from folks like us.

Leadership - A
Learned Behavior

By Bruce R. Williams, CGCS

Early in my career I

learned from some great mentors.

continued on page 56 ... 

Show and Tell

Put More ‘Grin’Than
‘Grip’ into Award
Presentation Photos

From time to time in

future issues, we will provide some

writing and picture-taking tips to help

you improve your communications

skills whether it’s for your club

newsletter or for articles for other

publications.

Photos are a great way to

capture memories and the history of

your department at the club or your

chapter, whether they’re the good old

35mm prints or slides or digital

images. Maybe these pictures will go

into an album or onto a CD for the

archives, but then again they might be

used in the Green Sheet, The Florida

Green or even a national publication

like GCM or Golfdom.

The Grip and Grin Photo Op
One of most-often taken

photos is the golf trophy, service award,

or donation check presentation. They

are often called “grip and grin” after

the handshake and broad smile that go

with the handing over of the hard cash

or hardware. The most common mis-

take in this photo-op is the position of

the subjects. Ninety-nine percent of the

time, the subjects stand at arms length

shaking hands and holding onto the

plaque or whatever.

The other big mistake is

keeping the camera too far away from

the subjects. We don’t need to see their

feet. We want to show their smiling

faces. And since some of us are matur-

ing nicely, we also don’t want our bel-

lies prominently displayed either.

And whether indoors or

outdoors, always use a flash to take

the picture unless you know how to

eliminate shadows from overhead

lighting or bright sunlight in the dark-

room or with your computer.

The key to these photos is

to get the subjects close together,

shoulders touching and plaque held

high. Also get the subjects, especially

if there are more than two, to stand

angled toward the camera (45 degrees

instead of square to the lens. It helps

to minimize the girth of the person

and saves column space in the maga-

zine.

And if at all possible, try

to create a different pose entirely. Of

course it’s a good idea to take a “safe”

pose as well, in case the bright idea

doesn’t look so hot when you edit

your photos.

One caution - especially

for framed awards - is to be aware of

reflections of lights and flash on any

shiny, polished or glass surfaces. You

may have to tilt the award down

slightly to avoid reflections.

A good suggestion is to

eliminate the presenter altogether

from the photo, unless it is someone

famous or someone who rarely ever

appears in chapter photos. The focus

of the story is the recipient. Keep it

dignified, but have fun with it too.

Remember, when you have the cam-

era, you’re the boss of the photo

shoot. Above are examples of poor

and better composition of the Grip &

Grin photo.

Better composition. Subjects are clos-

er. Blank wall space is minimal. This

photo can be easily cropped to fit into

the column space in a magazine.

Photo by Joel Jackson.

Typically subjects stand too far apart. Also watch for background objects “stick-

ing” out of people’s heads. Photo by Joel Jackson.


